2004 Treaty Event on International Conventions applicable to Transit Transport  
(21-24 September 2004)

The 2004 Treaty Event on International Conventions applicable to Transit Transport is being organized pursuant to the Almaty Programme of Action which invited the landlocked and transit developing countries to become a party to and implement relevant international conventions and instruments that are applicable to transit transport. The Treaty Event will take place from 21 to 24 September 2004 at the United Nations Headquarters in New York. Appropriate facilities, including media coverage, will be made available for treaty actions to be undertaken in a solemn setting.

- Letter of the Secretary-General on the Treaty Event
- Notification on the Treaty Event on selected conventions applicable to transit transport
- Status of participation of the LLDCs and transit developing countries in international transit transport conventions
- Issues note: selected international transit transport conventions
- Compilation of electronic texts of the selected international transit transport conventions
- Powerpoint presentation made at the seminar (8 July 2004) on key provisions and benefits of the selected conventions
- Powerpoint presentation made at the seminar (8 July 2004) on how to become a party to international conventions